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INCREASED CXCR3 EXPRESSION OF INFILTRATING PLASMA CELLS IN HUNNER TYPE 
INTERSTITIAL CYSTITIS 

 
 
Hypothesis / aims of study 
An up-regulated CXCR3 pathway and affluent plasma cell infiltration are characteristic features of Hunner type interstitial cystitis 
(HIC) (1, 2). We examined the relationship of these two features using non-specific cystitis specimens as a control. 
 
Study design, materials and methods 
Bladder biopsy samples were taken from 27 patients with HIC (one each from a Hunner lesion and a non-lesion area (NLA), 
totalling 54 samples) and 15 patients with non-specific chronic cystitis (11 samples from 7 patients with non-specific chronic 
cystitis, and 12 samples from non-cancerous areas of 8 patients with non-muscle invasive bladder cancer). Diagnosis of HIC and 
non-specific chronic cystitis was made according to clinical guidelines for interstitial cystitis and hypersensitive bladder syndrome 
(3) and histological evidence of non-malignant chronic inflammation represented by predominant stromal infiltration of 
lymphoplasmacytic cells, edema, and fibrosis. We performed immunohistochemical detection of infiltrating T-lymphocytes, B-
lymphocytes, plasma cells and CXCR3-positive cells using CD3, CD20, CD138 and CXCR3 antibodies, respectively. The number 
of CD3-positive T-lymphocytes, CD20-positive B-lymphocytes, CD138-positive plasma cells, and CXCR3-positive cells was 
quantified by digital image analysis (2). Double-immunofluorescence for CXCR3 and CD138 was used to detect CXCR3 
expression pattern in plasma cells. Correlations between CXCR3 positivity and clinical parameters were explored. 
 
 

Table 1. Demographics and characteristics in patients with HIC 

 
Table 2. Correlation among cell numbers in bladder biopsy samples 

 
 



Fig. 1. Quantification of lymphoplasmacytic cells and CXCR3-positive cells by image analysis software  

 
Fig. 2 Representative images of localization of CD138-positive cells and CXCR3-positive cells in HIC-HL (a), HIC-NLA (b) and 
non-IC cystitis (c). 

 
 
Results 
Demographics and characteristics in patients with HIC are shown in Table 1. Gender distribution showed significant female 
predominance in the HIC group (24 versus 3) compared with the non-IC group (7 versus 8) (p < 0.01). The mean age was 68.4 
(range 38 – 88) and 72.5 (range 54 – 85) years in the HIC and non-IC cystitis groups, respectively (p = 0.26). The density of 
CXCR3-positive cells showed no significant differences between HIC and non-specific cystitis specimens (Fig. 1). However, 
distribution of CXCR3-positivity in plasma cells indicated co-localization of CXCR3 with CD138 in HIC specimens, but not in non-
specific cystitis specimens (Fig. 2). The number of CXCR3-positive cells correlated with plasma cells in HIC specimens alone 
(Table 2). No significant correlations between CXCR3-postive cell numbers and clinical parameters were observed (data not 
shown). 
 
Interpretation of results 
The results suggest that infiltration of CXCR3-positive plasma cells is a characteristic feature of HIC. 



 
Concluding message 
The CXCR3 pathway and specific immune responses may be involved in accumulation/retention of plasma cells and 
pathophysiology of the HIC bladder. 
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